Wire Type & Size
(USA Manufactured Wire)
CDE Animal Cages offers (3) Wire Type Options:

Galvanized Steel & PVC Coated & Stainless Steel

There are (3) options for Wire Size:

\[
\frac{1}{2}" \times \frac{1}{2} " \quad | \quad 1" \times \frac{1}{2} " \quad | \quad 1" \times 1" \quad | \quad 1" \times 2"
\]

Type & Size go hand in hand. Select sizes come in select types. Read below to find out your options.

- **Galvanized Steel Wire**
  - This wire is galvanized after welding and not susceptible to corrosion.
  - Sizes available:

1” x 2”
14 gauge

1” x 1”
14 gauge

1” x ½”
16 gauge

½” x ½”
16 gauge
- **PVC Bonded Galvanized Steel Wire**
  - Fuse bonded black coating that provides reinforced corrosion resistance.
  - As this coating is bonded to the wire (not powder-dipped), it can withstand chewing and is safe from peeling or being scraped off.
  - Sizes available:
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- **Stainless Steel Wire**
  - This wire is extremely durable. It will not corrode or tarnish because it is USA tested and certified alloy stainless steel.
  - Sizes available:
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